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Dear editors

Please find attached the further revisions requested to our manuscript MS ID : 1842998494516519

A summary of the changes made:

- The abstract in the manuscript and the submission system are identical as one is a direct copy and paste of the other
- The table numbers now appear in text in the same order as they appear at the end of the manuscript. I did this by removing the first in-text reference to Table 2 from page 7, as it was not necessary at that point and caused confusion.
- Post-it notes are now removed. Sorry, I had not understood the term ‘post-it’ when making the last lot of revisions.
- Figures have been cropped as closely as I am able to manage it.
- I cannot remove the last blank page in the manuscript for some mysterious reason. You may have to do this at your end
- Typography has been rechecked

Thank you for your assistance with this publication

Yours sincerely

Julie Luker
Corresponding author